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Trevor Hunter: When I first picked up this book, I read the phrases "aural 
architecture" and "MIT press" and expected to find nothing but equations, diagrams, 
and footnotes inside. Instead, the topic is approached from a variety of different 
directions in a clear and direct fashion. Obviously this "phenomenon of auditory spatial 
awareness" is of great interest to you both, and has been for quite some time. What 
was the genesis of your interest in the subject?  

Barry Blesser: Both of us arrived at the phenomenology of auditory spatial awareness through 
very different paths over a 35-year interval. As husband and wife co-authors, we have been 
synthesizing a common viewpoint even though we started from polar opposites: hard science 
and engineering versus an interdisciplinary concept of space and culture. The foundation for the 
book was actually being formed during thousands of dinnertime conversations, since we both 
shared a strong interest in each other's perspective. Neither of us ever lost our child-like 
curiosity. The whole is worth more than the sum of its parts. While Linda did her graduate work 
in interdisciplinary studies, looking back, I see clearly that I, too, had an interdisciplinary 
mentality. My PhD thesis was interdisciplinary and somewhat revolutionary within the narrow 
confines of an academic setting.  

Linda-Ruth Salter: My doctoral work, back in the golden age of environmental design, was in 
the interdisciplinary field of environmental psychology. I was fascinated with the interactions 
between people and the spaces they inhabited. In particular, I enjoyed looking at the symbolic 
and experiential meanings of various spatial designs. Having spent several years living in 
different countries, particularly Japan, I had come to appreciate the importance of cultural 
relativism. Ideas that we think of as universal truths are actually nothing more than a reflection 
of our particular culture. Concepts of space in Japan, how people relate to each other in space, 
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are different than in other cultures. When we were done with the book, it was clear that many 
versions of "absolute truth," especially in cognitive science, were actually cultural expressions of 
a particular group of people with a particular set of values. My PhD thesis, ‘"Sanctified Space and 
Urban Land Use in Boston," gave me a deep appreciation for the complexity of how we 
experience space. While I was not at first aware of the importance of sound in experiencing a 
space, my 35-year association with Barry made me appreciate the importance of sound.  

In developing teaching tools for environmental psychology, I put together an environmental 
audit that focused on determining whether or not a space supports or interferes with a visitor's 
goals for being in that space. For example, if an individual in a library is there for studying, the 
organization and design of the library must be helpful for achieving that goal. If, on the other 
hand, an individual is in the library for social purposes, is the library design helpful or obstructive 
for achieving that goal, and again in what ways? A design that supports studying would probably 
not successfully support socializing or hearing music.  

This kind of functional use-audit considers many aspects of a target space to determine success 
or failure of a particular environmental design in helping users achieve their goals. Spatial 
designs are experienced though all the senses. I focused on the sensory aspects of space 
because these components were usually not considered by designers. It gradually became clear 
that one of the most important sensory spatial components was sound. To stay with the example 
of a library, a quiet, non-reverberant space would be preferred if the goal is studying, and a 
lively, highly reverberant space would be preferred for listening to music. However, rarely were 
the sound qualities of a space consciously included in its design.  

 
TH: What was the bridge between those discussions and early research activities and this 
book?  

BB: I can trace the beginning of the book to a research fantasy that I entertained in the late 
1960s while I was a graduate student at MIT: building a portable concert hall of the quality of 
Boston's Symphony Hall. It was not possible then. The fantasy remained as a soft focus goal 
throughout my 40 year career, but it never disappeared. When I developed the world's first 
commercial digital spatial simulator, the EMT 250, in 1976, it was clear that I was moving closer 
to that fantasy. Nevertheless, my career remained focused on audio engineering, with an 
emphasis on creating spatial experiences in music within the confines of the recording studio, 
simulating a real space.  

At the age of almost 60, I decided to write a paper that would put my career into a larger 
perspective. In 2001, The Journal of the Audio Engineering Society published my paper, "An 
Interdisciplinary Synthesis of Reverberation Viewpoints." Even though it was very long, I had the 
feeling that the story was actually much larger than what I had written. I sent a book proposal 
based on the paper to MIT Press and they contracted me to write a book. I had no idea what the 
book would be about. Not only did I not know the answers, but I also had no idea about the 
questions. I simply wanted to write a book that could put my life into perspective. It was not 
initially written for any particular reader. And so began a research project that lasted five years: 
find all those disciplines and research fields that could contribute to our understanding of the 
phenomenology of auditory spatial awareness. It was only in the fourth year of the project that I 
realized that we lacked a common theme that would tie all the insights for dozens of disciplines 
into a coherent picture. And so the concept of aural architecture was born out of the struggle to 
make sense out of thousands of man-years of research and insights. For the first time in four 
years, and after some half-dozen draft manuscripts, it all made sense. As a concept, aural 
architecture was not obvious. We never found anyone else who had formulated the parallel to 
visual architecture.  
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TH: Yet despite all this highly specialized research, your target audience seems to be the 
general reader.  

LRS: When Barry began to write about his experiences in the world of digital audio, he shared 
his writings with me. I consistently asked him to explain the point of his writing. In what way 
would this discussion interest the average reader? By consistently looking for cogent answers to 
this broader question, we arrived at a viewpoint that had direct relevance to all of us who 
appreciate the importance of sound. Fusing a multiplicity of disciplines into a consistent picture 
only took us five years! We now have a workable vocabulary that describes many of the issues 
that I first identified as being important in spatial experience almost 30 years ago. While the 
book project began as Barry's intellectual adventure story, it evolved to become our collective 
vision. The book could not have been written by either of us alone.  

BB: There was also a secondary goal: to change the modern world's under appreciation of 
sound. In order to get our message to a wide audience, the book was structured so that the 
reader did not need expertise in any particular field. As you observed, there are no equations, 
and there is no assumption that any prior knowledge is required to understand the ideas. We 
were not writing for our peers in a particular discipline, we were now writing for the wider 
audience: people with an intellectual curiosity about music, sound, space, and architecture. 
Human experience is something that we all share. Formal science is not necessarily the best way 
to understand such a phenomenon.  

LRS: The best form of environmental audit is participant observation: participating in, 
experiencing, and observing the experiences of others—in other words, examining the 
phenomenon of being in that space. Being in a space is a multi-faceted experience, and differs 
from person to person, time to time, goal to goal. Hence I realized the primacy of including 
phenomenological perspective in evaluating and understanding a space. When we are in a space, 
we are experiencing it; we don't parse it into tiny pieces and measure it. Researchers in a 
particular discipline may segment and study components of experience, but they have no 
motivation for fusing those insights with those of other disciplines. Neither Barry nor I enjoyed 
the highly fragmented nature of modern academic research. For us it was too sterile.  

BB: Since neither of us belonged to a single discipline nor were we locked into a rigid institution 
that required peer approval, we could go explore any ideas that we though relevant. Every 
assumption was open to reexamination. Even in the context of spatial reverberation in music, 
we took a fresh look at the questions. While acoustic scientists and perceptual psychologist had 
already accumulated a large body of insight into the acoustics of concert halls, their views were 
too narrow and limited.  

Space in music was actually an historic accident of concert halls, which originated as a place to 
avoid rain and wind. Not every culture used enclosed spaces for their music. Concert halls were 
a solution to an amalgam of issues that could all be separated using 21st-century technology. A 
concert hall: (a) provides a place for everyone to sit together if they want to share a common 
experience, (b) protects the musicians and audience from distracting street noises and rain, (c) 
produces temporal spreading of notes that would have sharp onset and decay, such as a 
clarinet, and (d) envelops the listeners in a reverberation that itself then provides an aural 
stimulant. By separating the experience of a real space from the experience of spatial attributes, 
one arrives at the idea of "spatiality," which is the experience of spatial attributes without there 
being an actual space.  
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In the prevailing culture of the 1970s, the goal was to replicate the acoustics of a concert hall. 
From the perspective of modern music, performers and composers do not have to be restricted 
to something real, and most modern electronic music takes advantage of sounds that could not 
be created by vibrating strings and cavities. Why should musical space be restricted to a concert 
hall? Musicians need musical spatiality but not a particular reverberation corresponding to a 
particular seat in a particular concert hall. Aural architecture liberates musical artists to treat 
spatiality as an artistic component of their music.  

On a final note, by creating the concept of aural architecture, we were able to create the 
language bridges that connect the other disciplines. It all made sense when we were done. But 
neither of us understood the framework while we were active in our respective professional and 
research activities. The ideas in the book were simply not obvious to us even though we had 
thought about them for decades. We were biased by the hidden assumptions in our respective 
professions. As one gets older, one is more willing to take the risk of deviating from the 
conventional wisdom and paradigms of our colleagues. On the other hand, we tried to reconcile 
their contributions without being limited by them. The sum is always greater than the parts, and 
the parts were contributed by thousands of others, both formal science and folk wisdom.  

 
TH: You state at the end of Chapter 5 that "virtual spaces for music are no longer related 
to social spaces for people." Could you speak further on that? Do you see any social 
consequences from this phenomenon?  

BB: After finishing the research for the book, it became clear that attitudes towards all forms of 
aural space are the result of social and cultural forces that are often unrecognized. Virtual spaces 
are a perfect example of a cultural shift that was enabled by advances in technology in 
combination with a rapidly evolving change in our social system.  

Originally, physical spaces and social spaces were essentially the same. Social spaces were, by 
definition, also physical spaces. Virtual spaces split all of the properties of classical spaces into 
independent components: (a) performance space is where the music originates, perhaps in a 
recording studio, (b) listening space is where the audience hears the music, perhaps on an iPod 
or surround-sound system in the living room, (c) reverberation is added as a musical element in 
the sound mixing studio, even though its acoustic properties could not be the result of a physical 
process in a physical space (d) the reproduction process, which is a key element in the 
experience of spatiality, is now individualized and dependent on the selected technology, (e) 
individuals listen in isolation when and where they like, (f) it is no longer possible for such music 
to be played in a concert hall if the goal is to make it sound the same as the recorded version; 
pop singers sometimes lip-sync to recorded versions when on stage as a result.  

The social consequences are not subtle. Music has become a much more a private experience 
than a manifestation of social cohesion. Moreover, even in a social setting, the music is 
sufficiently loud that listeners are functionally deaf to the social sounds of friends. In fact, the 
music produces aural saturation. Listeners only exist in the musical space; side conversations 
and emotional signaling are no longer possible. Listeners are isolated. Just as ballroom dancing 
gave way to independent gyrations, music moved from a shared experience to one that is highly 
individualized. Total immersion, whether a cause or result of social isolation, is widespread in 
many manifestations of our modern culture. Actually, we have a bimodal split. Globalization, the 
internet, email, and text messages connect all of us to thousands of individuals (expanding social 
connections) but at the same time, those connections are emotionally weak and without the 
personal intimacy of living in a small community based on communicating with body language 
and tone of voice. Music is no different. I doubt if there is a clear cause and effect relationship.  
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Increasing loudness is a hallmark of this same virtualization. Acoustic music had natural limits 
regarding the amount of sound energy that could be created. Electronic amplification and 
earbuds have no such limits. Rather than stress the dangers to the auditory system from loud 
music, one can ask the reverse question: what is the payoff to raising the sound level? This 
question has perhaps a half-dozen answers that depend on the individual. Nevertheless, there is 
a payoff. In one study, there was the suggestion that intensity changes your brain in ways that 
parallel drug abuse. Some students showed clinical symptoms similar to drug withdrawal when 
deprived of loud music. The intensity changes the brain, as well as the emotional state of the 
listener. In fact, NYC began the process of making walking with earbuds illegal after three people 
were killed crossing the street. They were in their virtual musical space, but the trucks were in 
their physical space. Loud virtual music is like a science fiction "transporter" bringing the listener 
to other worlds. Similarly, virtual spaces are a key element in video games, which are also space 
transporters.  

The answer to the question "where are you?" is no longer obvious. We have a physical space, 
virtual space, visual space, aural space, tactile space, olfactory space, and so on—none of 
which have to be consistent with any of the others. Each has multiple types of spatiality: social, 
navigational, symbolic, aesthetic and musical. Without thinking about it, our culture changed 
ideas that had been assumed to be static and intrinsic.  

LRS: There is a mutually impacting, circular interaction that constantly occurs between 
technology and society. The components of a total social system include technology, the values 
held by members of the society, and various pieces of the social infrastructure that uphold the 
society. A change in any one of these components reverberates within the other components. It 
is meaningless to ask which came first, because the influence of change is taken up so quickly in 
all the components, and as Neil Postman pointed out, the changes are total. Postman gives as 
his example putting a drop of red dye into a beaker of clear water; the result is not a drop of red 
dye sitting at the bottom of the beaker—it is a beaker now colored red through and through. 
Systemic change cannot be predicted, and therefore cannot be controlled. It can only be 
observed and responded to with additional changes, which in turn produce other changes.  

It doesn't really matter where we begin to look at this complex amalgam of change and 
response, so let's look at the technological change represented by digitization of the music 
signal. We can follow the repercussions of this change into the manufacturing infrastructure, 
where we then produced globalized production through automation—based on additional 
technological changes—and cheap universal access to music—a resulting change in economics, 
that in turn produced changes in listening patterns, which went on to be expressed as changes in 
the values of the users and was additionally experienced through changes in the way musicians 
produce music.  

The end result is an individual listening to new kinds of sounds projected directly into the ear via 
an iPod and an earbud, thus creating aural privacy completely divorced from physical 
surroundings. To complete the isolation from the here-and-now, the music itself is spaceless: it 
is created by individual musicians working independently in a sound studio at different times, 
bolstered by audio effects created by an electronic machine that is not tied to any real spatial 
experiences. This continuous round-robin of change stops only when one piece drops away: 
when the technology again changes, or the values of the users change, or the social 
infrastructure no longer supports these events.  

Today, we are still exploring the implications of all these repercussive changes in sound. They 
have occurred so quickly, and are so thoroughgoing, that individuals do not even realize they are 
participating in these changes. We could bemoan all these changes—"why, back in my day"—but 
that gets tired quickly because it ignores the excitement that accompanies change. It also 
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ignores the fact that these changes are irreversible: there is no going back, nor is there any 
desire to go back. There are possibilities galore available in each and every change that occurs, 
and opportunities for even more changes, in an almost endless cycle. Where artists and 
technologists chose to jump on, or off, this merry-go-round of change is up to them. In addition, 
we must realize the power of the users, who themselves can control change to some degree by 
jumping on or off the change ride.  

We can list only some of the changes we see today. Most are hidden to us. The most important 
thing is to avoid assigning a value to these changes, because valences are changing daily. What 
is perceived as a negative today becomes a positive tomorrow as the change is more fully 
integrated into society, and the new possibilities made available are explored and expanded. 
Humans are endlessly resilient and resourceful, and thus the societies we created are also. As an 
old-timer I may regret the hearing loss brought about by too-loud music, the isolation of the 
individual from her social and physical surroundings, the exhausting demand placed on the brain 
to process simultaneous auditory signals coming from both an earbud and the immediate 
environment, and the loss of control we experience when sounds intrude uncontrollably into our 
minds producing a kind of mind-garbage. But, it is really a lot more interesting and rewarding to 
catalogue and observe these changes, and their impact, and their experience, and the new 
changes that result.  

 
TH: You stated there is an under-appreciation of sound; even further, in the book you 
say there is a devaluing of all other senses in this visual-centric culture. This, as Linda 
points out, affects how we think of spatial designs, but not necessarily how we actually 
experience them. In practice, how limiting is this? How important is it to think of space 
in terms of all the senses?  

LRS: Very important! Each of our senses produces a different experience of a space. When we 
let any one sense become dominant, inevitably we experience the decline of functioning in the 
other senses. Life becomes mighty boring. That would be like eating the same food all the time, 
or listening to the same music all the time, or smelling the same flower all the time, or having 
the temperature at the same level all the time, or walking along the same path all the time.  

Evolution is about expanding possibilities, not limiting them. Humans are multi-sensory so that 
we can respond more effectively to changes in our environment. As we discussed above, changes 
are inevitable and the pace of change is accelerating. I am not prepared to throw out any one of 
my senses. Humans are pleasure-seeking animals, and I want all the pleasures evolution has 
given me to enjoy, and to use effectively in mastering my environment. That is, mastering my 
environment before the next change in any area of culture creates the next experiential tsunami.  

Technology is change; engineers are never content to leave things as they are. So, change 
becomes both danger and opportunity, and it is the artists who are in the best position to take 
advantage of these changes. Artists, by definition, explore and exploit new opportunities for 
expression and experience. In the area of values, they are both change agents and the recipients 
of changes. They abhor boundaries as being too limiting on their creativity, and thus, together 
with technologists, are the radical elements in society. Artists are eager to include all the senses, 
partly because as artists they pay attention to the experience of all the senses, and partly 
because they are always looking for the biggest and fullest experience.  

These days the visual has gained dominance, and we act as if that is all right with us. Perhaps 
one interpretation of our willingness to cede spatial design to those with a visual dominance is 
that we have taken back control of our spatial experiences via control of the sound we hear in 
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those spaces. Perhaps we are saying: Mess around with how a space looks, we don't mind, 
because actually we aren't really here—we are in our own space created via our ears. We are 
listening to our own sounds; we have auditorally tuned into our own choice of place and have 
thus successfully tuned out the visually dominant designer's choice of place. There are many 
places that I would be thrilled to be able to remove myself from, such as a subway waiting 
platform, or the checkout line of a crowded supermarket, or a school cafeteria at feeding time. 
Perhaps we are not limiting our use of all our senses; we are still fighting the issue of who will be 
in charge of determining which sense will be dominant, and technology has given us more 
weapons to use.  

The modern music world is well-integrated into other aspects of society. Music today is very 
closely connected to and comments upon daily experiences. It is also widely distributed among 
members of society. Today, music is integral to personal identity, cross-group communication, 
self expression and comfort. Young people now claim they could not function without their 
music. As we pay increased attention to our aural experiences in space, we find music is 
increasingly a companion to our experiences in space, whether that space is real or virtual. With 
the proliferation of personal listening devices and the easy availability of musical sounds on 
these devices, it will be increasingly difficult to isolate musical experience from spatial 
experience.  

BB: My favorite answer to this question is the example of an elegant restaurant. Consider being 
invited to dinner at such a restaurant with the president of your company. Because the 
relationship is somewhat formal, the natural social distance is perhaps three feet. If the 
acoustics in the restaurant are sufficiently corrosive, the acoustic arena may be so small that 
communicating requires a distance of only one foot, which corresponds to that of an intimate 
relationship. You are trapped into the choice of being functionally deaf at the natural distance or 
breaking the social taboo of being too close.  

My next favorite answer is very personal. Our family designed the aural architecture of our home 
using very simple methods. We removed the doors from all the common rooms on the first floor 
of our house, which allows everyone in the family to make a connection to all the other social 
events. Yet to keep the noise level relatively low, we used extensive sound absorption in the 
form of carpets and furnishing. As a result, we have an environment that matches our family's 
value system: social connection without noise. But on the second floor, with its very thick walls 
and well fitted solid doors, we have aural privacy. Other families might choose a different design 
based on their values.  

In some older cultures, hearing was the number one sense modality, and vision was third. The 
second was actually touch. Sound provides an intimate connection for many reasons: the 
auditory system is wired deep in our cortex, we have no earlids to shut off sound, we respond to 
sounds even when we sleep, sound provides a sense of the interior of the source (be it emotions 
or construction), sound flows through cracks and crevasses to connect us with the events in our 
environment. These are properties of sound and hearing, but a culture (or individual) may or 
may not value such properties.  

Consider the progression of communications. At one time, all important conversations were 
done in person where the voice conveyed far more than just information. In fact, sound 
communication is often more a vehicle for emotions than facts. The telephone provides a way to 
communicate at a distance, preserving some of the attributes of person-to-person interactions. 
The cell phone is far worse than the old land line in terms of communicating nuances. One can 
often not even recognize who is calling. Text messages are such a primitive version of 
communications that the emoticon was invented to explicitly signal the real meaning of the 
message. As a culture, we have moved from the high intimacy of direct connection to the 
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sanitized equivalent of visual text. It may well be that this shift is desirable in order for the 
recipient to reduce the intensity of communications.  

We may be inundated with text spam, but we are not yet inundated with aural messages. There 
are exceptions, of course. Public spaces such as supermarkets and airports sell the soundscape 
to advertisers, who know that you cannot shut off their messages if you are physically present, 
except of course to wear earbuds and create functional deafness. Designing the soundscape, 
which includes aural architecture, may well be rediscovered by those who seek to monetize it. 
There is a new technology yet to come: narrow beam loudspeakers that can be embedded in 
vending machines. If one adds a tracking system, such a system becomes auditory stalking. 
Sound is a great way to capture headspace because it is on 24/7.  

To go back to your question, each sense has special properties that contribute to our sense of 
where we are. But with the splitting of the senses, there may no longer be a unified sense of 
place.  

© NewMusicBox  
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Excerpt from Spaces Speak, Are You Listening?   

From pp. 164-170 in Chapter Five, "Inventing Virtual Spaces for Music."  
Copyright (c) 2007 MIT Press.   

 

 

 

Prophetic visions of the future are sometimes found in the distant past, especially when brilliant 
minds anticipate what will be possible without being confined by their immediate reality. When 
Francis Bacon (1626) described the "sound houses" of his utopian college in his essay The New 
Atlantis, he was prophesying the electroacoustic world of contemporary music of the twentieth 
century:  

We have also diverse strange and artificial echoes, reflecting the voice 
many times, and, as it were, tossing it; and some that give back the 
voice louder than it came, some shriller and deeper; yea, some 
rendering the voice, differing in letters or articulation from that they 
receive. We have means to convey sounds in trunks and pipes, in 
strange lines and distances. 
 

Without tools for creating an aural space, spatiality remained subservient to other compositional 
elements, such as rhythm, melody, timbre, and tempo. But with the evolution of advanced 
electroacoustic tools, Bacon's seventeenth-century ideas, once merely footnotes to history, would 
be rendered into sound for ordinary listeners to hear; musical space became increasing fluid, 
flexible, abstract, and imaginary. This trend was most apparent in the second half of the twentieth 
century. From the perspective of electronic music, spatial design is an application of aural 
architecture without assuming a physical space. Musical space is unconstrained by the requirements 
for normal living, and musical artists are inclined to conceive of surreal spatial concepts.  

Like M. C. Escher's painting of an imaginary space with interwoven staircases that simultaneously 
lead upward and downward, aural artists also have the freedom to construct contradictory spaces. 
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As an analogy to a virtual aural space, [ M.C. Escher's Relativity] has elements of visual spatiality, 
but the space itself could not exist. Similarly for an aural space, we can create sounds that appear 
to come closer without moving, or a spatial volume that is simultaneously large and small. Modern 
audio engineers and electronic composers, without necessarily realizing their new role, became the 
aural architects of virtual, imaginary, and contradictory spaces. Aural spatiality can exist without a 
physical space.  

By abandoning conventional norms defining music and space, modern artists created contemporary 
music. Although this class of music is considered by some to be an irreverent and unpleasant form 
of noise, the new rules of space are still worth investigating because they exist apart from the 
compositional creations that incorporate them. These rules are interesting both because they 
predicted the popular music of the late twentieth century and because they suggest future direction 
for the twenty-first century. Even if some twentieth-century contemporary music has not left an 
enduring legacy, the new rules of aural space are likely to survive in other aspects of our art and 
culture.  

The rule that requires musicians to perform in a tight cluster on the stage and listeners in 
predefined seats in the audience area is readily broken, as is the rule that requires both musicians 
and listeners to maintain a static geometric relationship throughout the performance. Moreover, 
when knobs on equipment can alter virtual spatial attributes, the rule that requires spatial acoustics 
to remain constant and consistent during a performance is also easy to transcend. In the world of 
virtual spatiality, acoustic space and sound location are no longer based on the laws of physics; 
acoustic objects can change their size and location instantly. Acoustic space and sound location 
have become as dynamic as the sequence of notes in the composition. As with all artistic rule 
systems, however, breaking old rules is easier than replacing them with meaningful new ones. A 
few decades is a very short duration for refining a new art form.  

A virtual space is not only a compositional element in music, but also an experience that can be 
extracted from music and then applied elsewhere, for example, to auditory displays in the cockpit of 
an airplane, the fictional spaces of computer games, or the dual audiovisual spaces of cinema. In 
these applications, there may not be consistency among the different sensory modalities. In some 
sense, with the ubiquitous technology of the twenty-first century, the experience of spatiality 
frequently dominates the experience of a physical environment. Space is no longer just a 
geographic framework (near-far, front-back, up-down) for positioning sounds relative to listeners. 
Space is no longer just a response to the acoustics of the environment. The older definition of 
cognitive maps of space as the internal representation of an external world, introduced in chapter 2, 
becomes fluid, plastic, and even more subjective. Aural architects of virtual spaces are manipulating 
their listeners' cognitive maps.  

 
Artistic Dimensions of Space and Location  

Composers have always understood, both intuitively and consciously, that the location of the 
musicians contributes to listeners' experience of a musical space. The hidden problem with 
positioning musicians throughout a space is that sound waves move comparatively slowly. Large 
acoustic spaces produce large delays, which displaces the temporal alignment of music arriving 
from different locations. Two notes beginning at the same time may arrive at a listener at 
different times. The spatial manifestation of time is an artistic issue for both listeners and 
performers, and as in advanced physics, time and space are related and connected concepts.  

When musicians are tightly clustered, the time for a direct sound to travel among them is small, 
and synchronization depends on their artistic skills alone. Conversely, when an orchestra is large 
and spread across the stage, the sound delay places a limit on aural synchronization. Because 
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musicians separated by 20 meters (65 feet) will hear each other with a 60-millisecond delay, the 
visual cue of the conductor's moving baton takes over the function of producing temporal 
consistency. When musicians in a large orchestra are perfectly synchronized in time, neither the 
conductor nor the listeners hear that temporal alignment because they are closer to some 
musicians than others. For example, a listener near the stage but far off to the left will hear a 
musician at the far right side of the stage with a delay after hearing a musician on the left, even 
though the two musicians are playing the same note at the same time. This problem is 
exacerbated if musicians are widely distributed throughout a large space.  

Composers can compensate for audio delay in several ways. Tight synchronization is not required 
if the composer includes a temporal gap, perhaps silence, between sounds originating from 
widely distributed locations. The location of the musicians, which depends on the particular 
geometry of a space, can then become a compositional component, although when the 
composition depends on a specific spatial organization, the music is not easily transported to 
other spaces without having to be adapted. For this reason and because it is less flexible than 
other options, composers have seldom manipulated the spatial distribution of musicians.  

With the advent of electroacoustics, perceived location and intrinsic audio delays were separated. 
For example, deploying individual microphones and headphones for each musician removes the 
intrinsic delays when they listen to their colleagues. Unlike air as a medium, electrified sound 
moves through wires instantaneously. The sound engineer is therefore free to electroacoustically 
reposition musicians anywhere in the virtual space, without destroying the synchronization 
among them. Two musicians separated by a distance of 50 meters (165 feet) can still be heard 
synchronously. Aurally perceived location has nothing to do with actual location; virtual spaces 
and virtual locations break the relationship between time and space.  

Anyone who creates a complete sound field that produces the experience of spatiality is 
functioning as an aural architect. Traditionally, sound sources from loudspeakers were viewed as 
injecting sonic events into a listening space, but with the advent of surround-sound reproduction, 
the sound field includes, and in some cases, replaces the experience of the listening space. This 
chapter traces the history and evolution of space in music, ending with the aural architecture of 
virtual spaces.  

 
Incorporating Location within Traditional Music  

Many of the spatial ideas found in contemporary music originated from an earlier period when 
musicians were occasionally distributed within the performance space. There is a long tradition of 
antiphonal music, a dialogue of call and response among distinct groups of musicians at different 
locations, which does not require tight synchronization or simultaneous playing. This style is 
found in the chanting psalms of Jews in biblical times, and in early Christian music dating from 
the fourth century. In the late sixteenth century, Giovanni Gabrieli extended the tradition of cori 
spezzati (divided choirs) as an adaptation to the unique architecture of Saint Mark's Cathedral in 
Venice (Grout, 1960). The musical space was vast, and it contained two widely separated organs 
and choirs at opposite sides of the cathedral. Adapting to that uniqueness, composers at Saint 
Mark's featured a dramatic use of antiphony between the halves of the double choir. The 
penchant to divide performers was also part of the Venetian polychoral tradition, started by 
Adrian Willaert and culminating with nine choral groups distributed throughout the cathedral 
(Mason, 1976). The refinement of cori spezzati represented a musical revolution, and also 
appeared in secular music of this and earlier periods, such as madrigals with echoes (Arnold, 
1959). By the twentieth century, the use of spatially distributed musicians became less unusual 
and more innovative. Richard Zvonar (1999) cites numerous examples. Charles Ives, in The 
Unanswered Question (1908), placed the strings offstage to contrast with the onstage trumpet 
soloist and woodwind ensembles. He was influenced by his father, a Civil War bandmaster and 
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music teacher, who had experimented with two marching bands approaching the town center 
from different directions. Henry Bryant then extended the idea in Antiphony I (1953) and 
Voyager Four (1963) with five ensemble groups placed along the front, back, and sides of the 
space. Three conductors were required.  

For modern composers, dispersing musical sources throughout a space is no longer 
revolutionary; location is an active component of a composition. Antiphony and spatial 
distribution evolved into a space-time continuum, which Maja Trochimczyk (2001) calls 
"spatiotemporal texture." At any time, a musical voice could appear from any direction, and by 
intentionally sequencing attributes of space, time, pitch, and timbre, a voice can create the 
illusion of movement (changing position) and transformation (changing size). When used in this 
way, space is a musical dimension. Charles Hoag, in Trornbonehenge (1980), used thirty 
trombones surrounding the audience as an imitation of Stonehenge, and R. Murray Schafer, in 
Credo (1981), surrounded the audience with twelve mixed choirs. Extending the blending of 
musicians and listeners still further, Iannis Xenakis scattered 88 musicians among the audience 
so that the listeners are actually inside the music; in another of his compositions, musicians 
moved through the space rather than remaining seated.  

Based on traditional theory, music has a temporal and pitch structure, and within those 
dimensions, a composer manipulates musical voices so that they either fuse into a unitary whole 
or remain segregated as distinct elements-musical layers. Contemporary music, however, has 
added a spatial dimension. Composers now require new rules for manipulating fusion and 
segregation. The proliferation of compositions that manipulate space signifies a new form of 
sound imagery (Trochimczyk, 2001).  

An analysis of contemporary music is made even more complex by the addition of the two 
related ideas: incorporating the spatial dimension of voice location, and elevating sonic 
segregation over fusion and blending. During the last century, even without using space as an 
artistic element, Western music abandoned fusion as a prerequisite. Layered musical elements 
retain more of their perceptual identity when not fused. Space has become just another tool for 
creating musical layers. Maria Anna Harley (1998) analyzed spatial music in terms of perceptual 
principles that contribute to segregating musical elements. By drawing on Albert S. Bregman's 
Auditory Scene Analysis (1990), she applied the principles of perceptual psychology to music. 
Spatial differences between sound sources that result in temporal differences at the ears 
augment the aurally perceived segregation of musical elements. Like differences in time, pitch, 
timbre, and attack, differences in spatial location are yet another means to enhance this 
segregation. In other words, similar but not identical sounds belong to separate musical layers 
when they are also spatially separated. Disparate locations de-emphasize fusion. Many modern 
composers, such as Bartok, Boulez, and Stockhausen, intuitively use this principle in their music.  

That twentieth-century music drifted away from fusion is consistent with spatial separation of 
sound sources. As a means of preventing fusion, Bryant (1967) used several artistic principles 
that derive from spatial separation. In one composition, he illustrated his concepts by 
distributing stringed instruments along the walls on the ground floor of a concert hall, as well as 
in the first, second, and third balconies, thereby creating a broad and intense wave of sound. 
Spatial separation preserved the clarity of contrasting layers, especially when different musical 
elements are in the same register. Because identical or harmonically related notes in two musical 
layers would typically fuse if not spatially separated, spatial separation afforded the composer 
greater musical flexibility by permitting increased complexity without concern for unintended 
confusion. Placing the performers below, above, behind, or to the side of listeners is not 
intrinsically interesting. Indeed, serializing the direction of music from a sequence of orientations 
or choosing an arbitrary geometric shape for performer location is, for Harley (1998), simply a 
failure to understand the new art. Spatial music is interesting precisely because, and only 
because, it allows combinations of musical elements that would otherwise be artistically weak 
without using spatial distribution. As if to prove this assertion, Trevor Wishart (1996) analyzed 
spatial movement in soundscape art, apart from a musical context, and came to a similar 
conclusion about space as a segmentation tool.  
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In her summary of musical space, Harley (1998) concluded that "geometric floor plans and 
performance placement diagrams are integral, though inaudible, elements of the musical 
structure -as integral and inaudible as some abstract orderings in the domains of pitch and 
rhythm." Spatial organization of sound sources and listener locations are components of music. 
Yet even when the musical score carefully specifies an organization in time and space, the 
composer is still constrained by the inherent inadequacy of human performers to achieve 
precision timing when physically separated.  

Consider two musicians located at different places but playing the same note on the same 
instrument. Using the concepts of Pierre Boulez (1971), there are four important cases that differ 
only in relative timing: simultaneous beginning and ending (fused), delayed onset of one 
musician's note relative to the other's but still overlapping (conjunctive interval), a small 
temporal gap between the end of one musician's note and the beginning of the other's 
(disjunctive interval), and a large delay between the two musicians' notes (distinct sonic events). 
The fused case corresponds to a distributed choir singing in unison, and the last case 
corresponds to the historical use of antiphony. The middle two cases are interesting because 
they have the potential to create the perception of virtual movement, which Boulez calls "mobile 
distribution" or "dynamic relief." In contrast, a fixed distribution or static relief represents a static 
state without kinematics. Timing has always been a critical dimension in composition, but timing 
combined with space becomes two-dimensional: spatiotemporal.  

This extra spatial dimension, in addition to preserving segregation of musical textures, offers 
other possibilities. A disjunctive interval can produce a sudden change in the aurally perceived 
location of a musician, and a conjunctive interval can produce smooth transition between the two 
locations, spice glissando. However, both effects are fragile, depending on the skill of the 
musicians to control timing, pitch, timbre, attack onset, and termination. And both effects 
depend on the location of the listener relative to the musicians. Musical movement is therefore 
an illusion, or a metaphoric allusion, rather than an imitation of a physical process. In addition to 
this change in perceived location, true motion of a sound source produces a Doppler frequency 
shift. Whereas physical motion in physical space has a reality, virtual motion in virtual spaces is 
an artistic prerogative.  

 


